JOIN US AS A CORPORATE MEMBER

With member packages starting from $400 per year, you gain access to:

550 Active Members
20+ Connections Monthly
100+ Partners across 20+ Countries
40 Unique Events & Activities Annually
80 Companies brought to new markets
8 Singapore Pavilions Annually

AS A MEMBER, YOU GET TO ENJOY THESE EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS AND MORE!

SCAN THE QR CODE TO SIGN UP AS A CORPORATE MEMBER
WWW.SIAA.ORG
Enjoy these benefits as a Corporate Member!

**Market Trends**
Stay up to date with government initiatives, programmes and assistance schemes.

**Overseas Ventures**
Leverage on SIAA’s extensive network of local and overseas alliances for information and collaborations.

**Marketing Exposure**
Get your company noticed by being listed on SIAA’s website, Newsletter and be invited to events organized by both SIAA and associated organizations.

**Finance Incentives**
Enjoy subsidies, fee waivers and preferential member rates to exhibitions, trade fairs and many other events organized by our partners.

**Manpower Assistance**
Gain access to manpower through participation in the Enhanced Internship Programme with ITE & the polytechnics.

Incorporated in 1982, SIAA is a trade association for companies and professionals in the Automation, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Robotics sectors (in short AIR). Our members have leveraged on our member network to not only collaborate with the industry’s finest, but also to grow their businesses and discover numerous opportunities over the decades.

AIRHUB is the place for Entrepreneurs, Technologists and Venture Capitalists to collaborate and drive innovation and business in Automation, Internet-of-Things and Robotics (AIR). Enterprises and professionals from all over the world will be able to find AIR products, solutions and services to meet their need of AIR!! All of us can learn from the experts by the many Success Stories that line the timelines of SIAA Members and their happy customers that have applied AIR to businesses.

TO FIND OUT MORE,
CONTACT US AT SECRETARIAT@SIAA.ORG

SCAN THE QR CODE
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR MEMBERSHIP!
WWW.SIAA.ORG